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.Q: How to get the User object in a form's action? I have the following situation: I have a Form which allows the user to login with either his username or an email address. I would like the action of the form to have a similar scheme: or What I'm wondering is how I can get the username value into the action URL, and have the action determine which method it should use based on that value. A:
Assuming that the username field is populated, you can do something like this: " /> Q: Is it possible to use a method in multiple projects in an app? I would like to know if it is possible to use a method in multiple projects in an app. I have one project that already has a method in it. Now I want to use that method in another project that has its own project class. So, is it possible to use a method in both
projects if I include them in the same app? Here's a bit of the code that I'm using. So, this is the method in project A. public static void demo() { System.out.println("From Project A"); } And this is the method in Project B. public class B extends A { public B() { demo(); } So, is it possible to use the method in both projects? Of course, you can reuse the same method. It makes sense. It will help you
in reusing the code in multiple projects in multiple apps. You can simply call the method using the class in which it is declared. In this case, if the method is declared in A.java, then you can call the method in class B by using this 82157476af
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